Case Study

Samsung equips training company
with a cost-effective VMI storage
solution
PRIDE Enterprises improves application performance and reduces user response
time by 80 percent with AutoCache

Company Overview
PRIDE Enterprises (Prison Rehabilitative
Industries and Diversified Enterprises,
Inc.) is a nationally recognized prison
inmate training company operating
agricultural, sewn products, graphics,
manufacturing and services facilities in
Florida.

Customer Needs
With 500 to 600 application users in 13 locations across

applications, PRIDE began a search for a flash storage
solution.
“We need a stable, continuously running environment, but
when you have a sloppy or demanding workload, it can
impact performance across the entire environment,” said
Roman Diaz, infrastructure manager at PRIDE Enterprises.
“In a virtualized environment in which you have 70, 80, 100 or
even 300 virtual machines and they are all hammering against
the same disk pools, there is the tendency to impact the
performance of other VMs. We could do some segmentation

Florida, PRIDE found that its frequently used business

to lessen or mitigate that performance impact, but that

applications were generating a large amount of storage disk

consumes additional resources. We would be dedicating disk

activity and high IOPS demands.

pools to specific workloads and VMs, and that costs more

This load was overwhelming their storage area network

money.”

(SAN) and diminishing application performance. When

The organization's search for a solution involved reviewing

a performance analysis conducted by their SAN vendor

nine different flash storage options. Diaz created a

indicated the need for additional disks or flash storage to

spreadsheet with data on each, trying to figure out “how to

achieve the response time they needed from these critical

get the most bang for the buck.”
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AutoCache boosted performance, lowered costs and integrated seamlessly
with vCenter

“We liked the AutoCache interface and excellent vCenter
integration better than the other solutions we tested.”

“We could have purchased high-performance disks, but
we would only need them for that occasional spike in the
workload,” explained Diaz. “That would increase the cost of

-- Roman Diaz, infrastructure manager at PRIDE Enterprises

our SAN by 20 percent. Plus, increasing the capacity of the
SAN would mean using more space, consuming more power

“Other products had some level of VMware vCenter™

and incurring additional maintenance costs.”

integration, but the AutoCache interface had a very nice
plug-in and worked across the entire environment. The other

Solution

products offer a single plug-in on a specific machine, whereas

PRIDE reviewed and tested Samsung AutoCache™. This

AutoCache runs a central management server to which data

server-side caching software solution, with I/O Intelligence,

reports back. AutoCache is pretty much set and forget.

removes I/O bottlenecks and increases virtual machine (VM)
density by up to three times to attain maximum performance

AutoCache also has cache pre-warming to move data

for business-critical applications. AutoCache conducts

between servers faster. Other products have this feature but

hypervisor caching within VMware™ ESXi hypervisors along

cost two to three times more. Choosing AutoCache really

with a modest amount of flash storage. The method provides

came down to cost, performance and integration.”

a more cost-effective solution for PRIDE than the other flash
storage options they tested.

During its testing of AutoCache, PRIDE saw dramatic

PRIDE tested and now uses AutoCache with the Intel® SSD

even turned AutoCache off to see exactly how it impacted

910 Series, an add-in MLC PCIe card. The higher endurance

performance. Without AutoCache, the response time was 10

and performance provided by the Intel SSD 910, along with

to 18 milliseconds (ms). With AutoCache on, the response

AutoCache software, enable servers and storage to be more

time was 2 to 3 ms — an 80 percent time reduction.

improvements in application response times and IOPS and

responsive as more data is transferred in less time.

Response Time Improvement with AutoCache
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Figure 1. Response time improvement with AutoCache
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PRIDE was able to gain one and a half times the storage space at half the price
of other solutions

“With AutoCache, I automatically got a terabyte and
a half of usable storage for half the price of the other
solutions.”
-- Roman Diaz, infrastructure manager, PRIDE Enterprises

“AutoCache helps things run faster by smoothing and
balancing out the workload,” said Diaz. “A lot of companies
are buying bigger and bigger SANs and faster disks to get
greater performance, but the amount of floor space and
electricity required to support all those disks is a tough pill to
swallow. With AutoCache, I automatically got a terabyte and a
half of usable storage for half the price of the other solutions,
which gave me only 400 GB of usable storage. From that
point on, I was hooked. It’s a very good product.”
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Legal and additional information

About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

Copyright © 2015 Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. All rights reserved. Samsung
is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Specifications
and designs are subject to change without notice. Nonmetric weights and
measurements are approximate. All data were deemed correct at time of
creation. Samsung is not liable for errors or omissions. All brand, product,
service names and logos are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their
respective owners and are hereby recognized and acknowledged.

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. inspires the world and shapes
the future with transformative ideas and technologies,
redefining the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable devices,
tablets, cameras, digital appliances, printers, medical
equipment, network systems and semiconductors. We are
also leading in the Internet of Things space through, among

Intel and the Intel logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or
other countries.

others, our Digital Health and Smart Home initiatives. We
employ 307,000 people across 84 countries. To discover

VMware, VMware ESXi and VMware vCenter are either trademarks or registered
trademarks of VMware, Inc. in the United States and/or other jurisdictions.

more, please visit our official website at www.samsung.com
and our official blog at global.samsungtomorrow.com.

Samsung provides this case study for information purposes only. All information
included herein is subject to change without notice. Samsung Electronics is not
responsible for any direct or indirect damages, arising from or related to use of
this case study.

For more information
For more information about Samsung AutoCache, visit
www.samsung.com/semiconductor.

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
129 Samsung-ro,
Yeongtong-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do 16677,
Korea
www.samsung.com
2015-10
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